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Abstract: Now a day there is much competition in stock market world. Every brokerage firm Want to lesser down the TURN AROUND TIME
for their applications so that business users/analyzers could be able provide solutions to their clients within a time frame. Equity clients prefer to
do a business with firms which provide the very fast solutions for their queries. To solve clients query users has to fetch the reports from the
software system. As stock market is time critical business. Every corporate has minimum time frame to take their business decisions. For taking
business decisions in fast way, we should have usable data available within a time frame. With the help of reporting and research applications, it
becomes easy to make accurate business data available in fast way.

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________
Introduction:
Reporting application are those which are used by various
business users to fetch data from the system. Data fetched is
in a predefined format defined by business analyst as per
requirements.
At start of the business day, business users have to take
many decisions which are depending upon the last day
transaction data. To take a effective decisions transaction
data should be available in proper format which should be
understandable to users.
Many times higher management/clients also demands
answers to their queries to business users. Those answers
also have to be finding out by analyzing the transactional
data reports.
Day today transaction data is stored in traditional database
system. When reporting application tries to fetch data from
same database, it becomes overhead on database to run a
reporting queries as well as transactions activities.
Here in this paper HDFS is used as a data storage system
and Hive is used a technology to manipulate the data stored
in HDFS.
Steps to be followed:
Daily transactional data is taken from the traditional system
database and transferred to HDFS using hive.
1.

Base Table Creation:
Base table is created in hive db using the base file
fetched from the traditional database.
This Base table contains the dump of all data at
start if the system development.
CREATE TABLE block (
id int,
symbol string,
accountid int,
quantity int,
allocatedquantity int,
price int,
Commission float,

2.

NetTotal Double,
GsTotal Double,
exchangecode string,
isswap int,
isswift int,
status int,
isdeleted int,
isin string,
cusip string,
sedol string,
createddate string,
modifieddate string
)
ROW FORMAT DELIMITED
FIELDS TERMINATED BY "\t";
Increment Table Creation:
As day today business runs, there will be new
incremental data available daily basis.
This new data should be transferred to incremental
table in hive.
CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE block_increment (
id int,
symbol string,
accountid int,
quantity int,
allocatedquantity int,
price int,
Commission float,
NetTotal Double,
GsTotal Double,
exchangecode string,
isswap int,
isswift int,
status int,
isdeleted int,
isin string,
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3.

cusip string,
sedol string,
createddate string,
modifieddate string
)
ROW FORMAT DELIMITED
FIELDS TERMINATED BY "\t"
LOCATION
"/user/cloudera/EquityReports/ExternalTables/Bloc
k";
Reconciliation View Creation:
Now base table data and incremental table data
should be reconciled together to accumulate the
latest updates with old data.
CREATE or Replace VIEW block_reconcile_view
AS
SELECT t1.* FROM
(SELECT * FROM block UNION ALL
SELECT * FROM block_increment) s1
JOIN
(SELECT id, max(modifieddate) max_modified
FROM
(SELECT * FROM block
UNION ALL
SELECT * FROM block_increment) s2
GROUP BY id) s
ON s1.id = s.id AND s1.modifieddate =
s.max_modified;

4.

Creation of reporting table;
Now reconciled data in step 4 is stored in reporting
table.
So, Reporting table contains most up to date data
and is used to fetch reports from it.
CREATE TABLE block_reporting_table AS
SELECT * FROM block_reconcile_view;
After fetching all reports from reporting table, most up to
date data from reporting table has to be moved to base table
before starting next day incremental cycle.
5.

Drop Base Table:
Base table has to be dropped before moving
reporting table to base table.
Drop Table Block;

6.

Create base table from reporting table:
I this step most up to date data from reporting table
is moved to base table.
CREATE TABLE block AS
SELECT * FROM block_reporting_table;

Now base table will contain all data and next update cycle
can be started.
In every next update cycle reporting table has to be dropped
before executing 4th steps.
Scheduling Jobs using Oozie:
Oozie is a scheduler using which various repetitive jobs can
be scheduled.
1.

Oozie Workflows :
All the steps given in above section can
accumulated in each separate workflow.

2.

Oozie Coordinators :
All workflows created in next steps can be
scheduled at a particulate time. As time comes that
jobs will be started automatically.

3.

Oozie Bundles :
A job bundle can be formed from related
coordinators which will be triggered depending
upon the condition given.

Using same set of steps all the tables can be migrated from
traditional database to the hive database which will be used
for reporting purpose.
Applications
After migration of all required tables to hive system,
developed system can be used for reporting as well as data
warehouse system.
Example reports :
1.

2.




Reports to show all allocated blocks :
Select
*
from
block
AllocatedQuantity=Quantity;

where

Report to show all deleted blocks :
Select * from block where isDeleted=1;
Conclusion:
Efficient reporting system is developed using given
steps in hive/HDFS.
Traditional database reporting overhead can be
decreased using this HDFS base reporting System.
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